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1. Introduction 

Eyperirnents on collective ion acceleration by means of 
the formation of a virtual cathode have been c>rried out for 
a nurnbpr of years in the Soviet Union and in the United 
States. Recent.ly, there has been renewed interest in the 
subject ,x, a possible means of accelerating ions to very high 
encrgirs. By understanding the physics underlying the 
acceleration process it may be possible to determine the fea- 
snbility of virtual cathode staging for very high energy ion 
product.ion. 

For this reason, a theoretical and computational effort 
is underway at Los Alamos in order to clarify the basic 
issues of collective ion acceleration by means of virtual 
cathodes. To support thz theoretical efort, simulations 
were done with the fully electromagnetic and relativistic 
pnrticlc-in-cell code ISIS (’ m a one-dimensional mode) and 
the electrostatic one-dimensional code BIGONE. In the 
simulations, an electron beam of density 6 x ID” crne3 is 
injected into a one-dimensional box of length L To supply 
the necrssary ions for col!cctive acceleration, a plasma 
source coutnining hoth ions and elect.rons was initialized 
near the emitting boundary (Fig. I). This is similar to the 
expcrimcntal configuration of Destler’s group at hfarylandl. 

Of prime interest in this study was to understand the 
dynamics of virtual cathode formation and the dynamics of 
the acceleration process for the ions. In particular. the 
question of w*c;jlether the ions are accelerated by a moving 
potential ~$11~ or hydrodynamic pressure due to ambipolar 
espnn5lon 1s of primary interest. For this reason, the simu- 
Int.ions were done in one-dimension in order to isolate thp 
basic physic4 processes underlying collective eon accelera- 
tion from simple geomet.ric effects. These simulations were 
then iompared to ?-l/3 dimensional ISIS runs. 
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Fig. 1. Schematic drawing of 3 relativistic electron beam 
injrlct,ed into a drift region cont,nining 3 localized source of 
plasma. ‘I’he collector plate, which is at 3 distance of f, cm 
away from the emitter, is not shown. 
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Fig. 2. Virtual cathode position z, as a function of initial 
beam energy rO. The solid curve shows rd” scaling. 

2. Virtual Cathode Formation 

Consider a relativistic electron beam injected into a box 
of length L such that p(r=O)=O and ;o(zr=L)=O A 
time-dependent, analysis of the problem up to the first elec2 
tron turning point was presented by Poukey and Rostoker 
for the one-dimensional problem, but with the boundary 
conditions p(r=O)=O and E(z=co)=O Even so, their 
results should dcsrribe the problem at hand if z,,,lL -0 , 
where 2, is the position of the virtual cathode. 

To study t.he formation and dynamics of the formation 
of a virtual cathode, simulations were done in order to verify 
a simple onr-dimensional steady-state model, and to provide 
a benchmark for understanding the general time-dependent 
problem. In t.he simulations. electrons are injected into a 
drift-tube consisting of two grounded end plates. Plots of 
the electric potential, electric field, and virtual cat.hode posi- 
tion were obtained for diBerent values of the injection velo- 
city. 

To calculate the beam current needed for virtual 
cathode formation, the space charge limiting current for 
planar equipot,ential boundaries must be calculated. This 
was done using thp Jones-Lemons4 generalizat.ion to the 
Birdsall and Bridges3 equation: 

J,, = 2.71 (7;m-0.84711)2(&,,/~o)“/2!,2 

where JsL is the spacr charge limiting current density in kil, 
and (&/co) is thP Jones-Lemons relativistic correction fac- 
tor4. 

According to the time-dependent theory, 3 virtual 
cathode should form at a distance on the order of an elec- 
tron brom skin depth c/db from the emitter. The earliest 
electrous should propagate across the box at the injection 
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\~~l~~~~icy 18~. This rfTcrt co111d bp easily seen in the simula- 
tic.rl.;. After the beam front leaves the Lox, the gross 
f~l~t~:rc~s of the phase space are constant, though the history 
plot: show definite virtual cathode oscillations The oscilla- 
tions for 1a.s beam -,o=J( I -tsi/r’) show both higher fre- 
qclrncics and ampfitudcr than the corresponding simulations 
for large -;O 

Thr position of the virtual cathode wns also measured 
‘a5 a funrtion of the beam 70 for different values of t,he beam 
liijrccion velocity. To minimize the effects of the oscill;ltlons 
in the virtual cathode position, these runq were done for 
large valurs of y0 As Fig. 2 shows, the agreement between 
the simulations and the Poukey-Rostoker theoretical scaling 
( I,, proportional to -,A’? ) is quite good. 

For I.;te times in the simui:ltions, a “steady state” was 
reached ,:y t.his we mean all physical quantities averaged 
over the \utud cathode oscillations were esicntially 
unchnllgrd for all time. A simple, steady&ate model was 
thrn f,,rmlllated which assumes a praori that a virtual 
cathode forms at the point I or,,,. Assuming the beam 
makes up thrre species (the iqlccted particles, the reflected 
particles, and the transmitted particles), Poisson’s equation, 
the cquntion of continuity, and the conservation of energy 
c~~luatlon (~~-7~) mc’ = e; for each species ran be Irsed. 
The solut;r,ns runnot be intrgrated exactly in the general 
c.lqe, but in the non-rc>lativistic regime !ht>y can be obtained 
cauactly. The result for the potential z (E egl( r- 1)mc’) can 
he wriIIPn: 

[ I 
j/J 

z(a = 1 - 3 z “‘(l-T%) -- I 

for I <I,,, and 

F(F) = [I - 3 g-r) J(T12)]4iJ - 1 (2b) 

for x>P,. In Eqs. (2) the dimensionless lengths are over- 
struck by bars and are normalized to the 1~~8.1111 skin depth 
b=l’&~~. The quantity T (tvhiph is a function of Fm only) is 
tbc, transmission rorfficient of the beam; that is. the ratio of 
tkcx trnnsmittcsd current to the injected current. Comparis- 
ons hetwi,cn the theoretical curve of Eqs. ‘(2) and a typical 
potwt,i:~l plot from the out,-dimensional simulations is 
surprisingly good 

The steady-state solutions above impose a requi:ement 
on the virtual cath~lc position as a function of the lniti:ll 
h~~arn ti~~nsity n,,, the inltlai beam vrlocity vO, and the length 
L of the gap spacing. In terms of dimrnsionlrss quantities, 
this cqi8i,ltlon can be written: 

L = Trn + (9 - 73’” 

[n Fig, 3 we plot the theoretical curve for Eq.(3) with the 
corresponding >ili. .&ion data points. The simulations were 
m;Jc with v~Iu~,~ of L ranging from 0.1 to ?.O cm. Identical 
v:~lucs for the iuii Ii beam density n0 and velocity va were 
used in these runs. Bccnuse of the variation in virtual 
cathode position due to the virtual cathode oscillations in 
this nonrelntivistic rue ( TV== 1.01 ), the data points 
correspond to a simple average of the maximum and 
minimum amplitudes. 

:\n int.ercsting corollary to Eq. (3) can easily be derived. 
If 

Ql;? - 8 > 0 

or I, < (WO)“cj. t&crc will bco no real solution for ~7~ in 
terms of a given I,. Hence, in t.he nonrolat.ivlst.ic regime, a 
ncacrssary condit iou for t.he formation of a virtual cnthodc t(> 
form is that the drift tube lcneth L must sat.isfy 
1, > 0.05 (II&~), whr>rr t+, and wb arp the init.inl beam velo- 
city and plasma frequency, respcct:vcly. This limit can be 
seen graphically in Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 3. Variation of virtual cathode postition r,,,/6 as an 
implicit function of the gap pacing L/6 from Eq. (3). The 
dat.a point5 are from one-dimensional simulations. 

3. Collective Acceleration 

W:hcn a pl:lsma is introduced into the box, the beam 
space charge can be neutralized by this plasma. The beam 
then propagntcs n distance equal to C/U* beyond the plasma 
boundary, until a virtual cathode forms. In the “moving 
virtual cathode theory”, the resulting electron space charge 
in the thin sheath beyond the plasma pulls the ions with it 
in a bootstrap process. The motion of the potential well 
with respect to time can be derived in a simple fashion from 
Q.(2), and wjill be discussed in a later study. 

In the one-dimensional runs with an ion-teclectron 
m‘ass rat,io m;lm,=1836, no virt.ual cathode motion was 
sf’en. Typically, these runs had a rich source of ions in the 
form of a localized plasma of density 50 times the injected 
electron Learn density. When the electron-t+ion mass6ratio 
was rcdurrd to 20, as in the work of hlako and Tajima , the 
virtual cathode was observed to move downstream from thr 
cmittrr plntc.. Whet.her or not this virtual cathode move- 
ment is simply a result of the artificially low mass ratio of 20 
or a real physical cKcct has not yet been determined. 

In an accompanying pnpcr3, an alternative t,hcorp to 
the moving virtual cathode model is proposed. Some caieu- 
Intions in rrla(.ion in this modrl seem t.o suggest. that the ion 
currents neccssnry for the cristcnce of a moving virtual 
cathode are prohibitively Inrgca. Instead, the simulatinns 
sc’cm to suggest that the ions are influenced by electron 
pri,ysure in the drift region, and t!lat they move in a dis- 
tinctly self-similar fashion. An interesting prediction of this 
mod[~l is rhc nLsrncr* of any restriction on the magnitude of 
the acc&rntrd ion rurrent. 
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‘I’ll? ~)ni~-dirncn~ionnl simulations with equipotrntial 
boilnti:lry cr~n~iil ions ( ,-=O ) show that the measured max- 
lnlum ion ener;y is a little over lhree times the initial heam 
c,nt\;g> (Fig. 4). ‘This ngrcrs with the results of Ref. 0. In 
the simulations uhin, r the f’o~lkry and Rostoker boundary 
conditions, the nlcasurxi maximum ion energy incrrases Up 
to twenty times the initial beam energy. In the two- 
~limc~nsional simulations the maximum ion energy scaled as 
( v/-~,,)“‘~, where v is Budkcr’s parameter. 

In conciusion, we have prwented a simple calculation 
for the e!rctric potent.inl and electric field in a one- 
dimensional virtual cathode formed by the injection of a 
rrlativistic elect.ron beam into a drift tube region. The 
theoretical predictions seem to agree in a time-averaged 
SPI,S? bvith a simple steady-state model. A nonrelativistic 
condition necessary for the formation of a virtual cathode 
has b,\rln drrived for the drift tube length L in terms of the 
initial beam velocity and density. The peak ion energy in 
the one%-tlimcnsional collwlive acceleration simulations was 
found to be three to four t,imes the initial beam energy, in 
agrecmcnt irith the results of previous aut.hors. Further 
work 1~. nwded to extend the simple analytic model to rela- 
tivistic, and perhaps time-dependent, regimes. Finally, it is 
planned to use the results of this study to design future 
acccslerutors with signi,?cantly higher values of ion energy 
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Fig. d. Rarici #,f maximum ion energy to initial beam energy 
as a function of qO. 
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